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ABSTRACT
This paper asks whether the imprecision and

complexity of natural language, as opposed to the language of science
or logic, represent flaws or essential functional properties. It is
argued that ambiguity can be manipulated by the speaker through
environmentally derived characteristics. A discussion follows on the
study of the functions of language as conceived by the Prague school,
and the effect of functional linguistics on American
sociolinguistics. While both schools agree on a definition of the
term "functions of language," the central problem is a disagreement
in the approach to the study of language functions. The Prague school
postulates a specific number of functions on the basis of a
particular theoretical understanding of the speech act, while the
American school believes that language functions should be discovered
rather than postulated. As only extensive further research can lead
to a definitive theory of language functions, it is hoped that the
significance of the functions of language will be recognized, and
that the study of functional linguistics will benefit structural
linguistics as well. (Am
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C:) In the preceding section.e of these materialm, some thought has been given tor-4
two attributes of language that are considered basic: the great complexity of its

trutre, and its lack of cemplete regularity. Many authors, both popular and

scientiiii. hive considered these two basic attributes of language its basic flaws.

its lack of regularity, particularly its susceptibility to ambiguities, has been

considered an impediment to precise and truthful communication. Its great com-

plexity has been considered an unnecessary hindrance to learning. It is therefore

not unreasonable to ask whether these often criticized basic structural attributes

of language are simply a result of historical accident, to be deplored--and cor-

rected whenever posstble--or whether, quite to the :ontrary, the complexity and

the relative irregularity of language are not in some ways essential to its func-

tioning to its human context. Many Ungulate believe precisely that, in spite of

the repeated attempts by both lay authors an.: aeh.)1,is In different fields to

point up the purported inadequacies of natural human language and to search for

remedies.

Critics of natural human language often compare it to other more regular

and less complex forms of communication, such as the languages used in logic, com-
b'''.

puter science, or mathematics. Unlike natural human language, these artificial

to% languages are wholly regular and wholly consistent; most importantly, there is no

14 room for ambiguities in them. Why can natural language not be made to conform

more closely to these standards?

%el

Us.
Most linguists. including those who favor formal approaches (that is, for

instance, the construction of formal models of language). would agree that sill

properties of language, including those that may be considered its deficiencies.

are necessary for its functioning in the great diversity of human discourse. It
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le true that WaXiMUM pre eloiou and la.k of ambiguity are essential fot

Inataoc,-. 1.0(01 mid sch.utific discourso. Hut it equally true &hat, impor-

tant as they are, such forms of discourse represent only one use of language and

a rather opectalired one at that; not to mention that these special forma of dis-

course are limited to those speech communities in which activities such as the

pursuit of science and logic are sufficient! wel! IltegrAred in the culture to be

conducted in the native language. Even in these speech communities (to which,

needlena to say, belongs that of American English), the use of language for purposes

of logic and science is rather rare by comparison with the many other uses to which

language is put under both everyday and more sperAalized conditions. And what may

be a mrioua flaw for purposes of science or logic may turn out to be a great ad-

vantage fur some other purpose. Thus, for instance, nobody will deny that the im-

precision of natural language is of great advantage whenever the speaker wants to

avoid a specific commitment and would like to hedge. The same holds for the am-

biguities of natural language: In many speech aituatinns, the speaker may want to

be deliberately ambiguous in order to achieve tne L.aire,i effect. Where would,

for instance, poetry be if ambiguity were to be eliminated from natural language?

And without a measure of ambiguity, how woo,- one r able to find loopholes in the

lay?

Another important point is to he noted here. It is that, while language con-

midered in the abstract indeed has many imprecisions end ambiguities, a good number

of thecae are in fact resolved when language is used in actual practice. This has

to do with the observation discussed in the earlier section on "The Structural

Properties of Language" about language being a system of signs and signs function-

ing in an environment, consisting of a situation and a context. More specifically.

the reduction of the inherent imprecisions and ambiguities of language in actual

practice has to do with the relation between the system derived and the environ-

mentally derived characteristics of the signs of which language consists. As was

;3



noted in the shove mentioned discussion, each sign. in the case of language, earh

of Its rivmunts, have vertain characteriNtics on the strength of its being part of

the system to which it belongs. These are what are called its system derived

ehdrnetriNtics. In addition, in the process of being used in given environment--

situation and euntext--a Nign acquire. certain further characteristics which are

its environmentally derived ones. Now then ,ts WA. plevisKally noted in these

materials, language is considereden ill-defined system. As a consequence, the

characteristics which the lem4ts of language derive from their membership in

this ill-defined system are marked by varying deatees of imprecision and ambiguity.

Thus, the imprecisions and ambiguities of language are rooted in its system derived

characteristics. Nevertheless, as everyone knows, information is transmitted by

the use of language. This transmittal of information is, however, net limited to

whatever IN conveyed by the elements of language that are implied in the act of

communication. The environment, both the context and the situation, in which each

of these elements of language is used likewise contnItts significant items of in-

formation which are' accessible to the participants In the act of communication.

It is of these items of information inherent in the' environment of the sign that

the environmentally derived cheracteriatits , the 4'10 are made up, both its con-

textually derived ones and its situationally derived ones. Thus, these environ-

mentally derived characteristics of the elements of language furnish the additional

information which may *terve to reduce the in.preciniou and ambiguity of its system

derived characteristics. This reduction of imprecision and ambiguity Is optionet:

rhe user of language may choose, as was nota further ao,we, to be deliberately

imprecise or ambiguous. But in most instances of the use of language the imprecision

and ambiguity inherent in its system derived eharacterietics are largely mitigated

if not completely eliminated, at least from the standpoint of the participants in

the act of Lommunication, by the information contributed by the environmentally

derived characteristics. Some simple examples of the use of linguistic units may
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mervv to Illumtrate thim.

th !Irma example be the mimple term "sun ". Au re minimum, this term may

he timed to demlanste anything from the direct lineal male descendant of a living

being to any male individual viewed as Junior to somenne else, not to mention

other lmm common possibilities. Truly this

and one that can be considered a clanmieat 1

is a rather wide range of meaning

tvleeimion. Note, however.

how this range of meaning is narrowed and the impreimlen Is either mitigated or

eliminated the moment this term is used in ft particular environment. Thus, con-

sider the situation in which an elderly lady, holding a middle-aged gentleman by

the elbow, is addressing another elderly lady faring the two of them. saying: "I

want you to meet my son, Dr. so-and-so." Clearly, not just the participants in

this particular act of communication, but most likely every observer of the American

cultural scene will realize that this was 3 mnthr intruing her son to a content-

porary. most likely a friend of here. rn the nontext of the present discussion,

the question to be asked Le, what are the nvironntentallv derived characteristics

of the term "son" which have served to narrow down its broad system derived range

of meaning, and thus have helped to reduce if not to eliminate completely its im-

precision. First of all, then, the nituatletiAly dtrivti characteristics. The

as difference between the woman and the man, as well as the woman's affectionate

gesture are elements of the situation frotp 000, rir hr derived a chnracterization

of the term "eon" as referring to male offspring in the literal sense. The cultural

environment of an "introduction" adds to this. Passing from situational to contex-

tually derived characteristics. it is to nrqed that In the context of it personal

pronoun such as "my" the term "son" will negulre cnntxtually derived character-

istic of referring primarily to a male offaprin gin the litkral sense. Thum, all

environmental factors point in the same direction. Now let this little- introduction

scene be shifted from real life onto the stage. ULII for the participants In the

act of communication and for the observer of the American cultural scene the inter-



pretation ad the term "son" will now change from reference to male offspring in

the lIterui menme to a reference to a stage offspring, a coincidence between rela-

tions on the stage and relations in real life being rather rare in the culture.

This change in interpretation is of course due to the situationally derived charac-

torietics of the term "men" wh4ch are different when it's used on stage from when

Wu used in real life. To switch to an enz:re!, Affetent use of this term, con-

sider the exclammation "why, that son of a gun!". In this exclamation, the term

"son" still appears to be referring to a male individual, but whether or not this

is indeed the male offspring of "gun" is open question. Clearly, in the con-

text "why, that -- of a gun!" the term "son" has acquired an entirely different

characterization than in the preceding instance of use. And it seems to be fairly

clear that this. is due to its different contextually derived characteristics.

One more example will be given. This is the classical example of an ambiguous

sentence in the recent literature of theoretical linguistics: "Flying plsnes can

be dangerous." As everyone knows, thin sentence have at least two different

readings: one reading is that it can be dangerous to ily planes, the second read-

ing is that planes which fly can be dangerous. When thta sentence stands alone

without a context, and when the situation which It has been used is unknown,

either of these two readings is equally plausible. However, situations in which

utterances are pronounced completely out of context or where situational factors

do not help to remove or reduce ambiguities tire relatively rare in the rest world

of language use. Thus, if the sentence quoted above is found to occur in the con-

text of a discussion on the vicissitudes of ptiotIng, it will most likely be inter-

preted to refer to the dangers of piloting airplanes. If, on the other hand, it

is used in a discussion about the many structures that are known to have been hit

by aircraft in flight, the second of the two possible readings will obviously be

understood. In terms of the present discussion, this means that the ambiguity

inherent in the system derived characteristics of this sentence has been removed

t;
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by its cuntextuelly derived characteristics.

In the discusaion me far, the following points have been made: In looking

at natural human language, its complexity and lack of regularity (more specifically,

its imprecision and propensity towards ambiguities) could esatly be considered

flew* to be currected; however, closer examination of the use of language in

ordinary discourse shows that language is wi,4 f.r tultti'llcity of purposes,

and that for quite a few of them its complexity and relative irregularity are ad-

vantages: rather than disadvantages; such en examination shows further that many of

the imprecisions and ambiguities that are Lqherent in the elements of natural lan-

guage are reduced or eliminated entirely thanks to the additional information pro-

vided by the environment in which these elements are used. Thus, these observations

point up the significance of the purposes for which language is used, and of the

effect on language of the environment in which it is used. Both of these considera-

tions have to do with the functional aspect of language; the purposes for which lan-

guage is used have by linguists been discussed uneer heading of "The Functions

of Language", and the effect of the environment upon language is of course one as-

pect ut its functioning in the environment.

In the view of linguistics presented in t Aso* mvterfills, the functional aspects

of language are considered at least as important as, if not more important than, its

structural aspects. This is because it is through its functional aspects that lan-

guage is related to the rest of human life and culture, and it is through a study

of these aspects that linguistics can be related to the other disciplines Sealing

with man.

While the interest in the functional aspects of language, with some notable

exceptions. is relatively recent among American linguists, it has quite a tradition

in Europe. one of the major European schools of thought in linguistics, the so-

called Prague school (named after the capital of Czechoslovakia, in which it

originated), has centered its theoretical thinking primarily around the problem of



the tonittonIng of language, and one of its foremost proponents, Vilots Kathemlue.

has a fled his approach to linguistics "functional" linguistics.

In the theoretical conception of the Prague school, the functioning of language

to closely refitted to the ingredients of the speech situation. This was first net

torch In the work of one of the earlier theorists of the Prague school, the psychol-

ogle' Karl Mier. in Miler's, work, se basic Inpradiento of the act of speech

are on the once hand the sign system which is the tool of communication, and on the

other hand the sender of the message, its receiver, and the objects and states of

fact that are communicsted about. To the latter three' correspond in Baler's theory

the three basic functions of language: there is the expressive function which is

correlated to the sender, the appeal function which is correlated to the receiver,

and the most important of the three, the representative function which is correlated

to the objects and states of fact that are talked about. In later discussions of

the functional approach to language, the representative function has been renamed

referential function (and this will be the tens used from here on in these materials).

In every act of speech, all three of these fur ..:' language are to some extent

present. However, in most acts of speech one or the other of them clearly predomi-

nates. In a large majority of utterances, tit tefert.ntial function appears to be

dominant: most utterances; after all, are used primarily to convey information about

something to someone. The expressive function is said to predominate in cries of

pain and other spontaneous exclamations that refloct the speaker's feelings; the

appeal function is said to predominate in requests, commands, and other verbal

attempts to influence the receiver of the message.

At the same time as abler was proposing his three functions, some other mem-

bers of the Prague school, primarily the literary inalra Jan Hukarovsky pointed

out the significance of an additional function, the poetic or esthetic function.

This is the function of language which is correlated to speech sign itself; it s

defined as the capacity of the speech sign, that in, an element of language, to
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attract attentien primarily to Itself rather than primarily to the meessge which

it ionveys. The esthetic function is nut Milted to language; its manifestations

eon be observed in any &Atli:et which attracts attention to itself for what it is.

rather than for the purpose that it is used for. Thus, the esthetic functien IN

opposed to the utilitarian functions; in the case of objects these are the uses to

which an object can be put, in the case uf 1A-.me are th three functions

posited h' Whirr. The esthetic function may manifest itself randomly or system-

atically. its systematic manifestations in the case of objects lead to art, in

the ease of language lead to literature and ietr.. Thum, it is the systematic

manifestatiGa of the esthetic function in a carved handle that will make a knife

into an art object: it is the systematic manifestation of the esthetic function

by the ters of poetic devices and the organization of content which will make an

uttrane a work of literature or poetry. The manifestations of the esthetic func-

tion end the use of language in literature and poetry will be discussed in some

detail in later section of these materials.

More recently, Roman Jekobscn, who was a mem:4,k ()I LW Prague school before

the Second World War and who has since then become the founder of his own school

of thought, has proposed a more elaborate cont,ptuAi scheme for the functions of

language, based on the understanding of the act of communication in terms of com-

munications theory. tie suggests that the act cf communication involves not just

four, as Milder had said, but six elements. These are the addresser, corresponding

to Bilhler's sender, the addressee, corresponding to litlhler's receiver, the context

referred to, corresponding to WhIer's objects and states of fact communicated about,

and the message, corresponding to ahler's speech sign. The new elements are that

of contact, having to do with the physical channel and psychological connection

required between the addresser and the addressee, as well as the code, that is, the

system of the language to which the signs belong and in which the messages are form-

ulated. To each of these six elements there again corresponds a particular function.

!I
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To the euntest referred Cu the re corresponds the referential funrtiou, which is

the equivalent of Willer'', representative function. To the addresser there corres-

ponds the emotive function, which is the equivalent of raler's expressive function.

To the addressee there correspond* the conative function, which is the equivalent

of ItUttler's appeal function. To the form of the message there corresponds the

poetic function, which ie the equivalent 01 tite o-ft$01.1tir or poetic function of the

Prague 'school. Finally, to the contact there corresponds the phatic function, and

to the rude there corresponds the mstalingual function. All those instances of

',perch that are primarily designed to establish ,Jntevt. as well as to open, main-

tain. end close channels of communication, ere consilered manifestations of the

phatic function. Among the meet common and best known of these are greetings, the

"hello" or "so-and-so speaking" used to answer the telephone, etc. Manifestations

of the setalingusl function include all instance. of speech concerned with language

itself, such as discussions of correct usage, commenting on people's dialects, etc.

Lately, American linguists have become interested in the problem of the func-

tions of language in connection with the development of sociolinguistics. This new

area of interest is concerned with the relations between language and social struc-

ture, and attempts to study it by correlating linguistic and social variables.

Clearly, one of the important linguistic variables is the functioning of language

in different social situations. With this new point of view, American linguists

interested in sociolinguistics have taken a new critical look at the question of

the functions of language. Two authors in particular, Dell Hymes and Madeleine

Mathiot, have given some attention to this matter. and the subsequent discussion is

based largely on their views.

The present sociolinguistic discussion agrees with the earlier conceptuoli-

actions by the Prague school and Jakobson in regard to the interpretation of the

term "function": Here as before, by "the functions of language" are meant the pur-

poses for which it is used and the roles which it may play in human society. The

111
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rhe preeent discussion differs from the earlier conceptualisation in its

spproah to the study of the functions of language. both the Prague school and

Later Roman Jakobaun use s particular theoretical understanding of the act of

communiation as a basis for postulating a specified number of functions for Ian-

swage, first four, then six. No one has quarreled with the postulation of a refer-

ential function for language, since it is c6:tc c:Iwtr": tt.st the primary purpose

of language is to serve ma a means of communication end this certainly includes

reference to thinge communicated about. The poetic or esthltic function of lan-

guage is a good deal less evident, but in VIM, of the significant results achieved

by the Prague school on the basis of postulating this function (to be discussed in

later section of these materials), it is difficult to raise serious objections

against it. The situation is far less clear cut in regard to the other functions

postulated by the Prague school and Jakobson. The major difficulty here is opera-

tional, that ts, it arises in attempting to apply the notions of the emotive, cons -

Live, phatic and metalingual functions to particular Lase*. More specifically, it

turns out to be extremely difficult to separate mantfeetstions of these functions

from each ether and from those of the referential anti poetic functions. Even in

the very clear cut example given further abovf., a little added reflection will make

it clear that in each of these instances more than one of the functions of language

is involved, and will make it rather difficult to determine which of them in fact

does predominate.

on the basis of theme considerations, both Itymes and Mathiot have each sepa-

rately come forth with the suggestion that the functions of language should not be

postulated, but discovered. This means that none of the many conceivable purposes

or roles of language in human life should be taken for granted, and that a mere

definitive theory of the functions of language can only be the result of extensive

further research and the rethinking of the issue to term of its results.

In this proposed restudy of the functions of language, it may be useful to keep

1 1
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In mind (Its two hdula type* of social environment that the sociolingoisto have

takeo tar from the sociologists: the smell group, and the large group. For

sociolinguistic purposes, the small group can be defined as that created by fort-

to-face contact; the large group then may be defined as any group which in con-

stituted independently of face-to-face contact, although, of course, face-to-fare

contact will occur commonly among the small groups, contained within it. The dif-

ferent ;unctions of language can then be studied in terms of their appearance in

either a small group or a large group environment. Thus, the functions postulated

by the Prague school and Jakobsonwhether their postulation ultimately turns out

to he valid or not -- clearly belong into a small group environment. Other function.

of language that have been talked about in the linguistic and sociolinguistic lit-

erature equally clearly belong into a large group environment. As example of the

latter are the functionq of standard language, discussed by Paul Garvin and

Madeleine Mathiot in a paper some years ago. A standard language is defined by

them as a codified form of speech, used by and serving as model to an urban speech

community (ae term "urban" is here used in opposition to "folk" or "rural", and

not in opposition to "suburban"). This is then the language used in education.

bureaucracy, the media, literature, and so forth. Garvin and Mathiot propose four

functions of standard language; two of these will be enough to make the point here.

These ere its unifying ftletion, and its separatist function. The unifying function

of a standard language can be defined as the role it plays in maintaining the unity

of d NIIINV4h community in spite of dialectal differences (which in acme well known

cases, ouch as that of (:ersan, may be rather considerable). The separatist function

of a standard language is the role it plays in setting off the community of its

speakera against another speech community with which it may be confuses or by which

it may be in danger of being absorbed. Looking at some of the standard languages

of the world. it seems that the unifying function predominates in the sore estab-

lished and larger speech communities, while the separatist function predominates
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in the less established and mailer ones. In either case, these functions atz

established in terms of an entire speech community; that is they are established

in terms of a group which is clearly not defined by face-to-face contact -

large group.

As can be seen, the functional properties of language are less well known and

consequently loos clearly defined than its structural ones. This does not mean

that they are less significant; on the contrary, as may be noted in the section on

the structural properties of language, the point of view held here is that the

principles of the structure of language should be defined, and the structures of

particular languages should be described, in terms of the functioning of language.

The discrepancy in the understanding of function and structure that was just noted

is thus not due to any lack of significance of either. Rather, it is due to the

neglect which the study of the functions of language has suffered in such of modern

linguistics, particularly on this side of the Atlantic. It is to be hoped that

with the rise of the interest in sociolinguistics the recognition of the importance

of functional considerations will likewise increase and the study of both the

function and the structure of language will benefit from it.


